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What is Mass. General 
Laws c. 231 § 85K, 
commonly referred to 
as the Massachusetts 
Charitable Cap?

What is the purpose of 
the Cap?

The “Charitable Cap” is a statute, Mass. Gen. Laws c. 231 § 85K, which went into effect on 
September 16, 1971.  Section 85K abolished the defense of charitable immunity, which was 
a common law defense that immunized charitable organizations from tort damages if the 
tort was committed while the entity was acting in furtherance of its charitable mission.  For 
most torts (i.e., civil wrongs) Section 85K places a $20,000 limit on the tort liability of a 
corporation, trust, or association “if the tort was committed in the course of any activity carried 
on to accomplish directly the charitable purposes of such corporation, trust, or association.”1  
However, in the context of medical malpractice claims against a nonprofit organization 
that provides healthcare, tort damages are capped at $100,000 if the elements of § 85K are 
satisfied.  Section 85K is intended to apply in the aggregate to all claims arising out of the same 
occurrence irrespective of the number of plaintiffs who may recover.2  

Simply stated, the Massachusetts Legislature’s purpose in enacting 
§ 85K was “to protect the funds [and other assets] of charitable 
institutions so they may be devoted to charitable purposes.”3  
According to Massachusetts courts, charitable entities have a strong 
interest in preserving their assets in order to carry out their charitable 
work; therefore, those assets should be protected to some extent.4
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3To whom does the Cap 
apply?

The text of § 85K indicates that the limitation on tort damages applies to “charities.”5  
The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court has said that an institution is “charitable” 
if the “dominant purpose of its work is for the public good” and it benefits a large, 
indefinite group of people.6  Under this definition, hospitals, schools, religious 
institutions, and other non-profit corporations, trusts, or associations might constitute 
charitable organizations depending upon how they are organized and missioned.  
Whether or not an organization is a charity under § 85K turns on the purpose of the 
organization.  A charity is more likely to be classified as such if its work benefits a large 
group of people. This is a fact-specific and case-specific determination. 

4To what kind of claims 
and suits does the Cap 
apply? 

The plain language of § 85K states that the limitation on tort damages 
applies to tort claims asserted against a charity.  A tort is a civil 
wrong.  Some common torts include assault, battery, and negligence.  
Massachusetts courts have applied § 85K to unintentional (i.e., 
accidental) torts such as negligence,7 and to intentional torts such as 
slander and intentional interference with advantageous relations.8  

Torts are different from other claims, and Massachusetts courts 
have refused to apply § 85K to claims that are not based in tort.  For 
example, the courts have declined to apply § 85K to contract-based 
claims against a charitable entity,9 to statute-based employment 
discrimination claims against a charitable entity,10 and to statute-based 
Consumer Protection Act claims against a charitable entity.11
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5What kind of activities 
typically fall within the 
ambit of the Cap?

Section 85K indicates that the limitation on tort damages for charitable entities applies to 
any tort committed during the course of “any activity carried on to accomplish directly the 
charitable purposes of such corporation.”12  While the language may appear to be relatively 
straightforward, its interpretation in the courts can be complex and is always case-specific.  
As a general rule, the courts tend to separate activities “carried on to accomplish directly 
the charitable purposes” of a charitable entity (which activities typically enjoy the protection 
of § 85K)13 from activities that are primarily commercial in nature, i.e., are aimed at merely 
generating revenue (which activities typically do not enjoy the protection of § 85K).  In 
making such determinations, the courts will usually scrutinize the conduct in question in 
light of the entity’s charitable purposes.14

6When are tort damages 
capped at $20,000 versus 
$100,000?

On November 4, 2012, the Massachusetts Legislature amended 
§ 85K to raise the cap to $100,000 “in the context of medical 
malpractice claims against a nonprofit organization providing 
health care.”15  As with other claims, the tortious activity must 
be committed during “any activity carried on to accomplish 
directly the charitable purposes of” the charitable entity in 
order for § 85K to apply to medical malpractice claims16.  
Therefore, the test for determining whether § 85K applies 
to a charitable entity’s particular conduct in the medical 
malpractice context is the same test used in other tort 
contexts.  The only difference is that, if § 85K is found to apply 
to medical malpractice claims, then the tort damages will be 
capped at $100,000 instead of $20,000.
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7Does the Cap apply to 
employees, agents, 
or volunteers of a 
charitable entity if they 
are sued individually?

Massachusetts courts have indicated that employees of a charitable entity who are 
sued individually are not protected by § 85K.17  This is because the purpose of § 85K is to 
protect the funds and assets of charitable institutions so those assets can be devoted to 
charitable purposes.18  The protections afforded by § 85K exist to protect the charitable 
employer, so employees do not enjoy § 85K’s benefits if they are sued individually.19 

8Does the Cap apply to 
the directors and/or 
officers of a charitable 
entity if they are sued 
individually?

The plain terms of § 85K “[do] not purport to limit the individual liability of a charitable 
corporation’s officers or board members.”20  However, even though § 85K does not apply 
to officers or board members of a charitable entity who are sued individually, a different 
Massachusetts statute, M.G.L. c. 231, § 85W, might offer some protections against tort 
liability for individual officers, directors, or trustees of a nonprofit charitable organization 
under certain circumstances.21  For example, in order for § 85W to offer any protection, the 
individual officer, director, or trustee22 must be uncompensated, and the conduct in question 
must relate solely to the performance of his or her duties as an officer, director, or trustee.  
Plus, § 85W will “not apply to any acts or omissions intentionally designed to harm or 
to any grossly negligent acts or omissions which result in harm.” Questions of intentional 
misconduct and gross negligence are highly fact specific and are most often addressed on a 
case-by-case basis.24  
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9Does the Cap apply to 
torts committed in the 
distant past?

Section 85K went into effect on September 16, 1971 and applies 
to tort claims that arose on or after that date.  In other words, § 
85K is not retroactive.25  For tort claims that arose (i.e., occurred) 
before September 16, 1971 against a charitable entity, the common 
law doctrine of charitable immunity instead might insulate that 
entity from tort liability if the charitable entity is able to satisfy the 
requirements of charitable immunity.26

10Does the Cap apply 
automatically to a 
charitable entity?

No.  While the Cap operates as a limitation on tort liability, 
the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court has treated it as an 
“affirmative defense” which a charitable entity must affirmatively 
plead.27  This means that a charitable entity has the burden to prove 
“both that it is a charitable organization and that the tort complained 
of fell within the range of activities covered by the cap.”28  The courts 
want charitable entities to assert § 85K early enough in the course 
of litigation to prevent unfair surprise and prejudice to the plaintiff,29 
and it is most often raised initially in the response to a complaint.  A 
failure to raise and assert § 85K in a timely manner can have serious 
adverse consequences for a charitable entity, including forfeiture of 
this defense.30 
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